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ABSTRACT
Absolute pitch is an ability to recognize and properly musically name a given pitch (Levitin, 1994). It is more prevalent among speakers of tonal languages, in which meaning may depend on the pitch (Deutsch, 2009). The emergence of absolute pitch depends on cultural experience and genetic heredity (Deutsch 2006), exposure to early music education and the tempered system (Braun, 2002), while today’s rare occurrence of this phenomenon might also be a consequence of transposition (Abraham 1901, Watt 1917). Musicians having absolute pitch have fewer capacities as compared with musicians with relative pitch: incessant naming of tones prevents them from fully enjoying music (Miyazaki, 1992). Absolute pitch may be integrated with other senses – synesthesia (Peacock, 1984). The sample has comprised 28 professional musicians with absolute pitch, aged 15 to 47 of both sexes. It was found that the most common synesthetic experience among professional musicians with absolute pitch is the association of sound and color – the so-called chromesthesia or color hearing (Sacks, 2007). The paper shows whether it occurs during the listening of: 1) an isolated tone played randomly in different register, 2) major and minor chords along the circle of fifths in the basic position on the piano, in the same octave, and 3) Bach’s themes of 24 preludes from the “Well-Tempered Clavier”. The study strives to find any regularities in the synesthetic experience, i.e. in the connection between sounds and colors in professional musicians with absolute pitch.

1. A FEW WORDS ABOUT ABSOLUTE PITCH
Absolute pitch is a rare phenomenon – it has been established that only one in 10,000 people can connect absolute pitch of an isolated tone with its musical name (Profta and Bidder, 1988). Lack of knowledge of music theory and its terminology, enabling both recognition and naming of a given pitch, disables non musicians from proving their absolute pitch ability. There are five cognitive capacities related to absolute pitch: 1) recognition and naming the tone pitch without a point of reference, 2) recognition and naming of all tones involved in a chord, 3) recognition and naming of the key of a composition while listening (passive absolute pitch), 4) singing a given tone without a point of reference (active absolute pitch), and 5) naming the pitch of surrounding/everyday sounds such as noise, car sirens etc (Bachem 1937, Bagbale 1974, Ward 1999).

Absolute pitch can be an advantage for some instrumentalists to imagine a tone before playing, or for a singer performing atonal music. Contrary to relative pitch, absolute pitch often gets in the way when playing/singing by ear, as opposed to playing/singing from score in a given key, because the constant calculation of distance between tone intervals prevents musicians with absolute pitch from fully enjoying music (Miyazaki, 2003).

Absolute pitch is more present in tone languages. In most Chinese and Vietnamese dialects, as well as Joruba and Mambila language groups in Africa, the meaning of one word depends on its tone pitch (Deutsch, 2004, 2005). Absolute pitch is more frequent among students from East Asia, particularly those who speak tone languages (Deutsch, 2006, 2009) as well as with those who spent their childhood in East Asia (Gregersen et all 2000, Deutsch et al 2006, 2007). However, compared to people who developed or had their music education in East Asia, those born in America or Canada of East Asian origin, seldom have absolute pitch (Deutsch, 2007). Therefore, we can deduce that cultural background is far more important for absolute pitch development than genetic origin (Schellenberg & Trehub, 2008). However, a genetic disposition for absolute pitch has also been proved: some authors claim that everybody is born with absolute pitch, but after learning to speak it loses its importance (J. Saffran, 2001).

The absolute pitch phenomenon is rare in European music culture (Deutsch, 2006), although it has been suggested that Europeans unconsciously use and remember tone pitches when they speak (Braun M, 2001). Similarly, in some animal species (blind mice, wolves, birds, monkeys), a given pitch or a music pattern is always related to mating or searching for food (Brown, 1999). Compared to early homo sapiens and to modern man, our Neanderthal ancestors had an innate ability of absolute pitch (Mithen, 2006).

There is a theory that absolute pitch is crucial for both music and speech (Mithen S, 2006). The acquisition of absolute pitch in the course of education is analogous to learning another language, with the critical period being the age of eight, when children start finding it difficult to accept and learn the phonemes of a strange language. However, absolute pitch development is possible even in this critical age, if the tone pitches are connected to verbal music signs (Deutsch, 2009). As in language, absolute pitch develops in early childhood, in the critical period between the ages of three and six (Ward 1999). Musicians who start their music education early, more likely develop absolute pitch as opposed to musicians who start later (Sergent 1969, Wellick 1938). Although absolute pitch can be acquired in the later course of education, it requires strong motivation, time and enthusiasm (Meyer 1899, Brady 1970).

Musicians with absolute pitch have a bigger temporal region in the left temporal corpus (Schlaug 1995), and show greater activity of the left frontal cortex compared to musicians without absolute pitch (Zatorre and Beckett, 1989; O. Sacks 2007). Those studies point out the importance of the left hemisphere which is responsible for verbal communication, but also for the analytical – intellectual and cognitive perception of music. The question remains: does the enlarged temporal region genetically enable absolute pitch, or does early music education enlarge this region by continuous mental exercises?
II. SOUND AND COLOR RELATIONSHIPS

The color organ has been known since the 18th century. In 1873 the physicist von Helmholtz published his findings about the relationship between sound and color. In traditional color theory, red, yellow, and blue cannot be mixed or formed by any combination of other colors and all the other colors are derived from these three. Secondary colors — green, orange and purple are formed by mixing the primary colors, while tertiary colors, such as yellow-orange, red-orange, red-purple, blue-purple, blue-green and yellow-green, are colors formed by mixing one primary and one secondary color. In the “New Theory of Light and Color” (1669), Newton offered a well-known analogy between basic colors and seven tones of a diatonic scale: red corresponds to tone C, orange to D, yellow to E, green to F, blue to G, indigo to A and purple to B. According to Newton, white light was made up of seven different color rays.

Scriabin’s system of colors relied upon the sequence of fifths. It was based on Isaac Newton’s Optics — except that he used twelve instead of seven colors. In the symphonic poem Prometheus, composed in 1911, Scriabin added text describing numerous visual features to follow the musical notation. In this poem he introduced the lighted organ, an instrument specially designed for the performance. Scriabin’s opus Mysterium was a great event, lasting a full week. It involved music, scent, dance and light, and was performed at the foot of the Himalayas. In his autobiography, Sergei Rachmaninoff wrote about a recorded conversation between Scriabin and Rimski Korsakov, dealing with their associations involving colors and music. For both, D major was golden—brown, Scriabin related E major to violet — red, while Korsakov to blue.

The best known perception theory related to the phenomenon was conceived in the 19th century, when Thomas Young proved that colors can be created by linear combinations of three colors — red, green and blue (T. Young, 1802). Young therefore assumes that the human eye has only three sorts of detectors. A whole century later, in 1965, it was confirmed that in primates, there are only three kinds of cones in the retina. Therefore our sense of sight is three dimensional.

Sound and light are oscillating waves of different frequencies, length and amplitudes. The range of frequency for the sensations heard is between 20 and 20,000 Hz. The range of frequency for visual sensations is between 760 and 380 trillion Hz. The range of sound covers 10 octaves, the range of frequency for visual sensations is between 760 and 380 trillion Hz. The frequency for tone A is 440 Hz, and it corresponds to app. 619.68 nm which is the frequency of orange color. B flat then corresponds to app. 584.9 nm and yellow color, while B corresponds to app. 543 nm and dark green color. Tone C (523.25 Hz) matches light green color (521.08 nm), C sharp (554.36 Hz) light blue (491.84 nm), D (587.33 Hz) dark blue (464.24 nm). While tones E flat, E and F above middle A belong to the purple color spectrum according to their frequencies, the tones F, F sharp, G and G sharp belong to the red color spectrum.

We can speculate about red sensors having potential to absorb energy in the range of extremely blue/violet, just as one and the same tone can have different frequencies depending on the octave. Still, it often happens that the red cones in our eye carries a secondary answer which is characteristic of the extremely blue end of the spectrum, only to confirm why violet is perceived as with a red nuance. On one hand, characteristics of red nuances contribute to our feeling of a cycle, which links to Scriabin’s system to see colors in relationship to the sequence of fifths. On the other hand, when colors of a rainbow are perceived, they constantly change their wave lengths, therefore the colors are not seen separately, as opposed to the tone pitch which is more or less constant.

The perceived spectrum consists of seven basic colors: violet, (which has the highest frequency and shortest wave length) indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange and red (with lowest frequency and longest wave length). White light is constructed of the continuous line of all colors of the perceived spectrum. In practice when we see a color, we assume that it is the reflection caused by white light – the color, namely depends on the frequency of the reflection. Most people have absolute memory of color. Still there are numerous nuances of red, in the same way as numerous frequencies of the lower register accompany the upper, middle and lower register. There are millions of colors, but most people have a memory of 12 absolute basic colors.

III. THE PHENOMENON OF SYNESTHESIA

Synesthesia is a physiological phenomenon. As opposed to absolute pitch, there is a clear sex difference — synesthesia is more developed in women than with men (J. Simner 2006). Moreover, synesthesia is more present with children and it disappears or decreases in the period of adolescence due to hormone changes or the development of abstract thinking. Synesthetic people say that they see colors as realistically as if they were real: scanning the brain of a synesthetic person proves that the phenomenon activates a part of the brain which is known to be responsible for color perception. On the other hand, there are theories that colors activated by synesthesia have characteristics of opposite colors: red versus green, blue versus yellow etc (Cytowic 2003, 2009).

As with absolute pitch, the statistics goes that one person in 10,000 has synesthetic abilities, and that this ability is inherited — synesthetic experiences occur in several members of a family (Asher 2009, Smilek 2005). Many well known artists had this ability such as Tesla, Baudelaire, Kandinsky, Liszt, Scriabin, most of whom were aware of it or considered it a problem. Scientists find that all people are born as synesthetics. For new born babies, senses are not clearly separated. They live in a synesthetic confusion up to their third month (D. Maurer, 2006). The synesthetics who have absolute pitch, frequently compare tones with colors (Peacock 1984) smell or taste (O. Sacks 2007).

As with absolute pitch, the statistics goes that one person in 10,000 has synesthetic abilities, and that this ability is inherited — synesthetic experiences occur in several members of a family (Asher 2009, Smilek 2005). Many well known artists had this ability such as Tesla, Baudelaire, Kandinsky, Liszt, Scriabin, most of whom were aware of it or considered it a problem. Scientists find that all people are born as synesthetics. For new born babies, senses are not clearly separated. They live in a synesthetic confusion up to their third month (D. Maurer, 2006). The synesthetics who have absolute pitch, frequently compare tones with colors (Peacock 1984) smell or taste (O. Sacks 2007).

Synesthesia, the rare and involuntary (neuro)psychological association of a percept presented in one modality with a concept internally experienced in another modality, has been of interest to cognitive scientists for decades. From a perspective close to our previous studies (Antovic, 2009a, 2009b, 2010), this phenomenon has been relevant since it focused on the connections between music perception and ‘multimodal’ cognition. More particularly, synesthesia has been related to the problem of concept construction in children – one of the problem areas of cognitive science. For instance, proponents of the so-called generative schools in linguistics usually claim that abstract relations are totally inborn (Chomsky, 1988), but in a somewhat dissenting opinion of cognitive linguists proper, authors think that
concepts that we have as adult human beings must have been strongly motivated by the sensory data which we were exposed to in our childhoods. The big question of any such “empirical” concept acquisition theory is whether there is a “primary” sensory modality standing at the root of conceptualization (vision, audition, olfaction, etc.) With regard to this problem, there are authors proposing the leading role of visual cognition (Arheim, 1969; Sweetser, 1991), schools claiming that concepts come from spatial relations (Jackendoff, 1987; Landau, 2002; Mandler, 2010), sometimes adding that there is no clear-cut distinction between the two (the ‘visual-spatial’ system, Landau, Dessalengh & Goldberg, 2010, but see Ungar, 2000), and still others, who insist on the perception of force as the engine behind conceptual abstractions (Johnson, 2005; Talmy, 2000; Larson, 2012). More recently, proposals have appeared in cognitive science stressing the importance of combined, ‘multimodal’ sensory-motor stimuli for the acquisition of concepts (Boroditsky & Prinz, 2008; Gallese & Lakoff, 2005, Forceville & Urios-Aparisi, 2009). For this last group of authors in particular, synesthesia can prove to be a relevant phenomenon.

In one of our earlier studies, requesting verbal descriptions of simple musical stimuli by sighted and blind ten-year-olds, a sighted respondent was a synesthete. Describing short tunes played by the respective sounds of the trumpet and the cello, this US elementary school student persistently talked about “the color of music”, invoking “a very bright red” and “quite dark blue” (Antović, Bennett & Turner, in review). Baron-Cohen et al (1996) report approximately one musical synesthete in two thousand persons. Simner et al (2006) also mention synesthesia in 0.05% births. In our case, we found it in the description of one stimulus out of ten by one child out of 133 (the study gathered elementary school pupils from the United States and Serbia, speaking English, Serbian and Romani as native languages, and also nine congenitally blind US students). Rare as it may be, synesthesia is an important phenomenon, in particular if a researcher embraces the multimodal position in his or her concept acquisition theory. Thus, in the mentioned paper we proposed a longitudinal case study with this particular respondent, as an interesting project for the future.

IV. ABSOLUTE PITCH AND SYNESTHESIA

This prior research came upon an interesting case of synesthesia in a musically gifted child, and, as such, it served as a partial motivation for the present study: the quest for musical synesthesia in highly trained and highly musically talented individuals. When musical talent is considered, absolute or perfect pitch (AP) is often labeled a most important musical skill. As we have already stressed, authors define this ability as the perceiver’s capacity to recognize and properly musically name a given pitch (Levitin, 1994). To draw a connection with linguistics once again, absolute pitch is said to be more prevalent among speakers of tone languages, in which meaning may depend on the pitch (Deutsch et al, 2009). Thus, it may as well be a part of the ‘mental grammars’ of some languages (Jackendoff, 1994), triggered by environmental circumstances, but strongly dependent on genetic factors. Accordingly, leading music psychologists today also agree that the emergence of absolute pitch depends on both cultural experience and genetic heredity (Deutsch, 2006). Exposure to early music education and the tempered system seem to be important in the process, too (Braun, 2002). Today there are also studies claiming that the relatively rare occurrence of this phenomenon might be related to the frequent practice of transposition (Abraham 1907, Watt 1917). Yet, while this capacity is in itself peculiar and often related to supreme musical skills, in actuality, musicians having absolute pitch have fewer capacities, as compared with musicians with relative pitch: some claim that their constant naming of tones prevents these people from fully enjoying music, which produces a specific kind of cognitive dissonance (Miyazaki, 1992).

The most frequent case of the comparatively very rare phenomenon of synesthesia is that of associating particular, individual pitches with colors. Studies report that a small number of individuals with absolute pitch also experience a strong color association. This sometimes happens among composers, too (Proffita & Bidder, 1988). Interestingly, though, synesthesia appears to exhibit strong familiar aggregation (Baron-Cohen et al, 1996). Since to our knowledge these results have not been studied with the Serbian population before, the first aim of the present study is to inspect the potential synesthetic experiences of Serbian professional musicians (music students) with absolute pitch, and compare them with some resulted obtained in studies worldwide.

For a related, but a bit more complex phenomenon, Caroll & Greenberg (1961), both possessors of absolute pitch and trained pianists, discovered in a conversation that they associated colors not with notes alone, but also with musical keys. On two separate and unrelated occasions, they discovered that the colors they associated with particular keys were the same in what seemed to be much more frequent than chance. Thus the C major tonality was typically experienced as ‘white’, the G major tonality as ‘yellow’ or ‘orange’, while E flat major was either ‘gray’ or ‘blue’. The two authors also noted that the composer Scriabin had had a similar type of synesthesia (although this is somewhat questioned in other studies, cf. Peacock, 1985). The conclusion was that there had to be an underlying mechanism, perhaps innate, motivating the synesthetic experiences of such people. Continuing along this line of research, the second aim of the present study is to test whether not only individual tones, but also chords cause any synesthetic experience among Serbian music students who possess absolute pitch. In our study, chords have been presented to respondents as major triads presented along the circle of fifths, in the same middle octave. While individual chords are certainly not enough for the respondents to infer a particular key, they represent the situation which is ‘halfway’ between single tones and full tonalities. Thus, any experience of color associated with these triads may provide some new data in the study of musical synesthesia.

Finally, the most complex type of synesthesia that we would like to test would be that of complete musical tunes given in different keys. For this, Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier may be singled out as the logical choice. The most famous piece in the history of Western music presenting the tempered system of 24 tonalities with the capacity of limitless transposition, this musical composition was what allowed modulations to distant tonalities that much of later music was filled with. Since it repeats the same tune in 24 different keys, in the present study it can also serve as a good vehicle to test whether not only individual tones, but also chords cause any synesthetic experience among Serbian music students who possess absolute pitch. In the present study, chords have been presented to respondents as major triads presented along the circle of fifths, in the same middle octave. While individual chords are certainly not enough for the respondents to infer a particular key, they represent the situation which is ‘halfway’ between single tones and full tonalities. Thus, any experience of color associated with these triads may provide some new data in the study of musical synesthesia.
V. RESEARCH PROCEDURE

The research was carried out in the first half of 2012 with musicians with absolute pitch: 1) students of different profiles and ages at the Faculty of Music University of Arts in Belgrade and Nis in Serbia, and 2) professors of solfeggio and piano of different ages from music schools in Belgrade.

A. Aims

The basic aim was to search for the phenomenon of synesthesia related to absolute pitch according to gender, current age, age of the start of musical training, five categories of absolute pitch ability, and to provide an overview of synesthetic experiences related to a given sound. The specific aim is to investigate whether there are certain regularities in relation to synaesthetic experiences of tested participants.

B. Methods

Our study included 28 participants, professional musicians with absolute pitch ability. Yamaha digital piano CLP-320 was used in the first two sessions and the procedure was the following:

- identifying individual tones: the naming of the pitches was requested and the possible associative synesthetic experience was reported (written down). A total of 12 tones in different octaves were played once;
- identifying major and minor chords (in the middle octave in the root position) and reporting the possible synesthetic experience; the chords were presented along the circle of fifths;
- since piano, as a tempered instrument, does not recognize sharps from flats, we used 24 Preludes from Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier for the third segment of our study; the participants listened to the initial theme of 24 Preludes (until the first coda, before the onset of the modulation) and reported any cooccurring synesthetic experience. The performance of Sviatoslav Richter was used.

C. Basic results

We tested 28 participants (18 ladies and 10 men). They were all musicians with absolute pitch, from 15 to 47 years of age: the majority of subjects were 19 (4), 20 (6) and 21 (3) years old. Most of them had begun musical training at the age of eight (8), six (5) and nine (5). Three of them started musical training at the age of eight (4), five (2), six (2) and 8 (3). Three of them began their music training at the age of eight and have all five categories of absolute pitch. Two participants began their music education at the age of six and were not able to identify isolated tones: while one of them is able to determine the pitch of isolated tones while playing, but not while singing, the other one can-not determine the key of the composition or hear the pitch of everyday sounds. Two of our participants began their music training at the age of five, and they satisfy all five categories of absolute pitch. One of our participants started playing the accordion at the age of 4 and has all five categories which comprise absolute pitch perception.

1) Musicians with absolute pitch without synesthetic experiences. Among the total of 8 participants (6 female and 2 male) there are students of music theory (3), music education (2), violin (1), piano (1), a solfeggio professor at a music school (1). Those participants began their music training at the age of 4 (1), 5 (2), 6 (2) and 8 (3). Three of them began their music training at the age of eight and have all five categories of absolute pitch. Two participants began their music education at the age of six and were not able to identify isolated tones: while one of them is able to determine the pitch of isolated tones while playing, but not while singing, the other one can-not determine the key of the composition or hear the pitch of everyday sounds. Two of our participants began their music training at the age of five, and they satisfy all five categories of absolute pitch. One of our participants started playing the accordion at the age of 4 and has all five categories which comprise absolute pitch perception.

2) Musicians with absolute pitch and partial synesthetic experience. Among the total of 12 participants (9 female and 3 male) there are students of music theory (4), music education (2), composition (1), piano (1), violin (1), music production (1) and professors of piano (2). Music training began at the age of 5 (3), 6 (2), 8 (4), 9 (3) and 12 (1). Four participants have all five components of the absolute pitch ability, but their recognition of pitches in chords depends on the complexity of a chord structure. Eight participants have abilities in all five categories of absolute pitch, except for the identification of everyday sounds, which depends on temperament. Two participants were not able to identify the key of the composition. Seven participants rarely experience colors. One participant in most cases can see colors associated with isolated tones, chords and the initial themes of Bach's Preludes. One participant associates colors only with the initial themes of Bach's Preludes. One participant can sometimes associate colors with the isolated tone, but always when listening to chords and themes of Bach's Preludes. The color associated with the isolated tone (e.g. tone c1) is the same for the related chord (C major or C minor) and a theme of Bach's C major or C minor Prelude. One participant usually connects chords with color and taste (e.g. C major and G minor are bitter, while B flat major is sour). One participant sometimes experiences colors, feels smells (the smell of black locust for C sharp major, or smoke for B flat minor) and the feeling of heat (for B flat major). One participant (congenitally blind) describes all major chords as "masculine" or "male", except for B flat major and B sharp major which are "feminine" or "female", while all minor chords are...
described as “female” or “feminine”, except for B flat minor and B sharp minor which are “male” or “masculine”. Two participants reported light-dark and stick out/does not stick out feeling, depending on the prevalence of black vs white keys in major/minor chords. While the first one reports a feeling of light in sharp and dark in flat chords, the second one experiences chords with more black keys as they stick out.

3) Musicians with absolute pitch and full synesthetic experiences. Among the total of 8 participants (4 female and 4 male) there are students of music education (4), flute (1), solo singing (1), violin (1) and a professor of solfeggio (1). Music training began at 3 (1), 6 (1), 9 (3), 10 (2) and 12 (1) years of age. All 8 participants possess five components of the absolute pitch ability, although chord's recognition depends on the complexity of the chord structure. Synesthetic experiences were those of color (8), taste (1) and smell (2). One participant had synesthetic experiences of colors, fragrances (rain for C minor) and touch (heat for E flat Major, patting for Bach's F minor Prelude, or beading for Bach's B sharp major Prelude). Another participant had synesthetic experiences of color, scent (roses, violets, daffodils, dandelions), taste (sweet for B sharp major and saline for B sharp minor) and touch (heat, hand). There is also one participant who experienced the same colors for the same chord structures and keys of Bach's prelude. The participant with congenital cataract and other vision problems was experiencing colors in nuances while listening to isolated tones, chords and themes of Bach's Preludes.

D. Results in charts

All the results that show the relationship between the experienced color and sound given in the form of isolated tones, major and minor chords, and themes of Bach's 24 Preludes, are presented in individual coordinate systems below. The horizontal side of the coordinate system presents the range of colors, which move from left to right according to the visible color spectrum: black – grey – white (as neutral colors) – pink – purple – dark blue – light blue – dark green – light green – light yellow – dark yellow – orange – red. The vertical side of the coordinate system shows the percentage of experienced colors. All colors represented in the coordinate system are given in relation to the respondents' answers. We have decided to present here only those coordinate systems in which the clear dominance of certain colors can be found.

Figure 1. Graphic display of color experiences for F major chord

Figure 2. Graphic display of color experiences for F minor chord

Figure 3. Graphic display of color experiences for F sharp major chord

Figure 4. Graphic display of color experiences for Bach's F sharp minor Prelude
Figure 5. Graphic display of color experiences for E flat major chord

Figure 6. Graphic display of color experiences for E flat minor chord

Figure 7. Graphic display of color experiences for Bach's E flat major Prelude

Figure 8. Graphic display of color experiences for isolated tone A1

Figure 9. Graphic display of color experiences for A major chord

Figure 10. Graphic display of color experiences for A minor chord
SYNEUSTHETIC EXPERIENCES CHANGE IF CHAMBER-TONE FREQUENCY HAS
PITCH DEPENDS ON CHAMBER-TONE FREQUENCY, A
ABSOLUTE PITCH AND CHAMBER-TONE FREQUENCY: WHETHER ABSOLUTE
F. GRAY.
MAJOR CHORDS, B FLAT MINOR CHORD AND B3 ISOLATED TONE ARE
PREDOMINANTLY EXPERIENCED AS WHITE, WHILE B SHARP AND B FLAT
MINOR PRELUDES, AS WELL AS THE ISOLATED TONE A1 HAVE BEEN
COLORED SOUNDS TASTE SWEET.

THE RELATION BETWEEN COLOR AND MUSIC CHROMATICISM COULD
RELATES TO THE LIGHT GREEN PART OF THE COLOR SPECTRUM.

ON THE OTHER HAND, THE ORANGE/DARK YELLOW SPECTRUM MOSTLY
BELONGS TO THE E FLAT-major CHORD, E FLAT MINOR CHORD, AND
BACH'S E FLAT major PRELUDE (FOR BACH'S E FLAT MINOR PRELUDE
THE OPPOSITE PART OF THE COLOR SPECTRUM – LIGHT BLUE PREVAI LS),
A FLAT MAJOR CHORD AND BACH'S A FLAT major PRELUDE.

THE RELATION BETWEEN COLOR AND MUSIC CHROMATICISM COULD
BE SEEN IN A AND B TONES AREA AND WHITE AND GREY NEUTRAL
COLORS: A MAJOR CHORD, A MINOR CHORD, BACH'S A MAJOR AND
MINOR PRELUDES, AS WELL AS THE ISOLATED TONE A1 HAVE BEEN
PREDOMINANTLY EXPERIENCED AS WHITE, WHILE B SHARP AND B FLAT
MAJOR CHORDS, B FLAT MINOR CHORD AND B3 ISOLATED TONE ARE
GREY.

F. IMPLICATIONS
THE FUTURE RESEARCH WILL EXAMINE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
ABSOLUTE PITCH AND CHAMBER-TONE FREQUENCY: WHETHER ABSOLUTE
PITCH DEPENDS ON CHAMBER-TONE FREQUENCY, AND WHETHER
SYNEUSTHETIC EXPERIENCES CHANGE IF CHAMBER-TONE FREQUENCY HAS
BEEN CHANGED.

VI. CONCLUSION
Results of the present research suggest that synesthesia is a relatively common phenomenon among individuals with absolute pitch. Among various types of synesthetic experience, the association of pitches/chords/themes with colors has been the commonest. While individual differences occur and statistical confirmation remains difficult, the tendency of the ranges around E and A to be associated with yellow and orange hues, and those close to the F and G to be associated with green and blue, remains conspicuous. Of most interest for future studies should be the idea that color and music chromaticism are not mere visual metaphors, but are also somehow cognitively, perhaps neurologically, correlated.
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E. SPECIFIC RESULTS
RESULTS INDICATE THE PREDOMINANCE OF LIGHT BLUE/DARK GREEN
COLOR SPECTRUM FOR F MAJOR CHORD, F MINOR CHORD, BACH'S F
MAJOR AND F MINOR PRELUDES, F SHARP MAJOR CHORD, F SHARP
MINOR CHORD AND BACH'S F SHARP MINOR PRELUDE. THE G MAJOR
CHORD APPERTAINS TO DARK GREEN, WHILE BACH'S G MAJOR PRELUDE
RELATES TO THE LIGHT GREEN PART OF THE COLOR SPECTRUM.

OBVIOUSLY, THE COLOR CHROMATICISM (LIGHT BLUE/DARK GREEN/LIGHT
GREEN) MATCHES CHROMATICISM IN MUSIC (F/F SHARP/G).

ON THE OTHER HAND, THE ORANGE/DARK YELLOW SPECTRUM MOSTLY
BELONGS TO THE E FLAT-MAJOR CHORD, E FLAT MINOR CHORD, AND
BACH'S E FLAT MAJOR PRELUDE (FOR BACH'S E FLAT MINOR PRELUDE
THE OPPOSITE PART OF THE COLOR SPECTRUM – LIGHT BLUE PREVAILS),
A FLAT MAJOR CHORD AND BACH'S A FLAT MAJOR PRELUDE.

THE RELATION BETWEEN COLOR AND MUSIC CHROMATICISM COULD
BE SEEN IN A AND B TONES AREA AND WHITE AND GREY NEUTRAL
COLORS: A MAJOR CHORD, A MINOR CHORD, BACH'S A MAJOR AND
MINOR PRELUDES, AS WELL AS THE ISOLATED TONE A1 HAVE BEEN
PREDOMINANTLY EXPERIENCED AS WHITE, WHILE B SHARP AND B FLAT
MAJOR CHORDS, B FLAT MINOR CHORD AND B3 ISOLATED TONE ARE
GREY.

FUTURE RESEARCH WILL EXAMINE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
ABSOLUTE PITCH AND CHAMBER-TONE FREQUENCY: WHETHER ABSOLUTE
PITCH DEPENDS ON CHAMBER-TONE FREQUENCY, AND WHETHER
SYNEUSTHETIC EXPERIENCES CHANGE IF CHAMBER-TONE FREQUENCY HAS
BEEN CHANGED.